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Purpose: The purpose of this module is to introduce children to various surfaces, understand how
natural processes affect formation of earth’s surface.
The students worksheet is to be taken home as assignment and brought back for sharing in the next
session.
Behavioural Expectations: The facilitator should state these before the start of the session or before
appropriate activity.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Keep distance from each other while moving
Close your eyes when I say so
Stop moving when you hear the music stop
Please raise your hand before sharing your experience
Handle paints carefully

Sessions Learning
Steps
I
Experience

Session flow

Time

Materials

Raw Art

30 minutes

II

Explore

III
IV

Create
Connect

30 minutes
Build a tower
Clay art
30 minutes
The
“Rock 30 minutes
star”

Cotton, sand, blade of grass,
leaves, sea shells
Rubrics cube, stones of
different shapes, acrylic paint
Sand, clay, water, grass, gravel
Script for acting

Note: 5 to 8 minutes is spent in every session to discuss the observations made by the children in the
students hand out.

Experience- 30 minutes
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Activity 1: Raw Art
a) The facilitator puts the following materials in the center of the room before the start of the
class.
Cotton balls, blades of grass, sand in a tray, leaves, sea shells, sheets of chart paper, glue.
She then asks children to observe all the materials.
Facilitator: “Look at the materials. What comes to your mind when you see these materials?”
Wait for them to answer. Any answer is welcome.
Eg:
1. If children say cotton reminds them of cloud, then facilitator can ask-what about the
cotton reminds them of cloud?
2. If children say sea shells remind them of sea, the facilitator could ask the child to explain
further.
Facilitator: “I want you to take the materials and create a scenery. Any scenery that you like
using the materials that are there in front of you.”
Give them 15 minutes approx.. to complete their scenery. Then each child shares her
scenery with the class. The facilitator encourages the child to share what made her choose a
particular material. Is it the color? Is it the surface? Is it the texture of the material?
Explore-30 minutes
Activity 2–Build a Tower
a) Children are divided into 2 groups. Each group is given a set of 10 rubrics cube. This is a
group activity. The children have to get together and build a tower using the rubrics cube.
However they are not allowed to match the surfaces of the cubes. The aim is to encourage
each group to build a tower taller than the other. Once the children accomplish this. The
game can be slightly changes and the facilitator can blindfold one child in each group. This
child will build the tower with the help of instructions from its group members.
ALTERNATIVELY if many cubes are available, this can also be an individual activity. Each child can be
given a set of 10 cubes and asked to build the tower. Then it can be blindfolded and asked to repeat
the activity.
Then children are given a set of stones, either individually or as a group. They are then asked to build
the tower using stones. Once with eyes open and once blind folded.
Some questions to ask the children after they complete both materials:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which material was easier to build a tower?
What made it difficult to build with the other material?
What kind of surfaces do you think help in building the tower?
Have you seen any surfaces used to build? What kind of surfaces are used?

b) Stone Painting: Children can choose a stone. They are provided acrylics to pain the stone.
They can paint it completely in one colour or create designs. The facilitator can provide
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some sample images of stone painting for children to copy. Once they finish, they talk about
their image.

A Sample
Some Questions:
1. How is it different from painting on paper?
2. Which is more fun?
3. What should we keep in mind while painting on stones.
Create – 30 minutes
Activity 3: This is a messy activity so the facilitator can spread waste papers on the floor to ensure
the carpet/ floor is not spoilt. Alternatively, this can be done outdoors too. Before the children enter
the space, the facilitator puts these materials on different spaces in the floor, in trays. Sand in one
tray, gravel in one tray, grass in one tray and clay in one tray. As the children come in, they are
asked to use their hands and feel these different materials.
Then each child is given a tray with 4 holes. The child is asked to take some of each material from the
main tray and put it in her tray. One material in each hole. Then each child is given a cup of water
and asked to slowly pour into the four holes in its tray. Observe how different materials respond to
water.
Facilitator: “As you pour water into each hole observe what happens. Use your hands and see which
material mixes with water. Make a small object using this mixture”. Give them few minutes for this.
“Show us what you have made with this mixture ”. The children keep their clay models to dry and
can be given sometime to clean up before they come into the group to share.
Some Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What did you observe when you put water in different materials?
What makes clay mix with water? (facilitator can talk about molecules here)
What stopped gravel from mixing with water?
What happened to grass? How does it help the environment when grass does not mix with
water? (plants grow)

Note: If there are children with any sensory issues, they can observe the activity. However, it has
been observed that clay helps children with sensory issues. The decision lies with the facilitator.
Connect-30 minutes
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Activity 4: The Rock Star- This session, the facilitator will keep print outs of the story ready before
the class. The children will use props to play out their roles. The props will be prepared by the
facilitator beforehand or she can choose to work with the children, during the session and prepare
the props.
Props Required:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One newspaper, painted black, that will be big enough to cover a child
Some streamers attached to the backside of the cloth.
Blue cloth for children playing water.
White/ cream streamers for children playing wind.
Brown cloth to cover children playing soil.

Characters:
Soil- 3 children
Wind-3 children
Water-3children
Main Boy(Mark) / girl (Maria) -1
Rock-I child
The Story:
Scene: three children lie down on the floor with a brown cover over them (representing soil)
One day Mark goes to play in the park after school. He is enjoying himself in the park when suddenly
he hears someone cry. He turns around and is surprised to see no one. He listens carefully and
realises that it’s the soil crying.
Mark: Hey why are you crying?
Soil: I miss being myself.
Mark surprised : What do you mean? Who were you before?
Soil crying: I was a rockstar.
Mark surprised: A rock star? (Gets excited) Tell me about it.
Soil: Here is my story.
Scene : The rock covered all in black wearing a hat appears on stage.
Rock: Hey Mark! Im Here.
Mark turns around surprised.
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Mark to the rock: Is this you?
Rock: yes! Don’t I look awesome?
Mark: Yes you do. Now, tell me your story.
Rock: I was a happy man (the facilitator can add music here, for the rock to dance). Mark dances
along with the rock.
Music ends.
Rock: Then came the wind. (children playing wind come in with streamers. They circle the rock a few
times and tear the news paper slightly at many places).
After the wind leaves.
Rock: See how the wind created cracks in me.
Mark: Yes that’s sad indeed!
Rock: that’s not all. Wait till you see what the water does to me.
(children playing water run in with blue streamers. They dance around the rock for a little while and
tear the newspaper all over, before leaving. The child playing the rock leaves the stage with the
newspaper all crushed and on the floor. The children playing soil reappear. )
Soil: so you see, how I have lost my grand self, my hat and am lying on the floor, uselessly.
Mark looks at him sadly: Yes it is a sad story but you are not useless.
Soil: Is it? How do you say so?
Mark picks up some seeds and plants them : See we will have some nice plants here in some days.
You are very helpful to the environment.
Soil is happy now: Oh yes!! I never thought about that. How can I thank you Mark?
Mark: By not crying over your state, anymore.
Soil: That’s a promise.
Can end with a song about environment.
The session can end with a circle time wherein children share their understanding of the story.
The facilitator can share/clarify concepts of soil formation.
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gRADE 3. science. mODULE 3.

habits of mind: FUN sHEET 5A.
Create different types of houses by sticking materials found in Nature like Straw, Twigs,
Sand, etc. on each building surface.

get ready to have some fun! DIVE

DIVE
Dance in Value Education

Social Studies
Grade III

Trainers’ Module I
Historical Understanding
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Purpose: The purpose of this module is to encourage children to see shapes and numbers in
everyday life. They use their bodies to make various observations.
The students worksheet is to be taken home as assignment and brought back for sharing in the next
session.
Behavioural Expectations: The facilitator should state, any, before the start of the session.

Sessions Learning
Steps
I
Experience
II

Explore

III

Create

IV

Connect

Session flow

Time

Materials

The ancient
Greek Dance
The
American
Dance
Map
of
Greece
Map of US

30 minutes

Music/scarves

30 minutes

Music/drums

30 minutes

Placards/ visual reference of
map of Greece
Placards/ visual reference of
Greece and US

30 minutes

Note: 5 to 8 minutes is spent in every session to discuss the observations made by the children in the
students hand out, wherever relevant.
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Experience- 30 minutes In this session children will learn an ancient Greek dance. They will
understand the other dances of Greece and the culture that brought about these dances.






The children will explore an ancient Greek dance which is called the “Veil Dance.” This dance
is performed using pieces of cloth that are twirled and twisted as the dancer moves with it.
This dance is performed to soft music and is believed to be a dance of the Greek Goddesses.
Small jumps, twirls and free body movements are characteristic of this dance. Creating
different formations are also part of this dance.
The children are given a piece of cloth (scarf). “Imagine you are in Athens and you hear this
music. Feel free to pick up a scarf of your choice and swirl it around as you move to the
music.” They can move the stole around however they please and follow its movement with
their body. They can move across the room following the movement of their scarf.
Following is a group activity. Children are then asked to think of various formations that they
can make as they move with their scarves. The facilitator can give them a count of 8 to
create the formations. Lines, diagonals, circles etc. can be created as children move the
scarves with their hands. The children will be encouraged to create at least 4 formations to a
count of 8 and choreograph this dance.

Circle Time: Children share what they felt while moving with their scarves. The facilitator can
then share more information about the dance. Some other ancient dances of Greece :
1. Zorba Dance- this dance is usually performed in circles
2. Hassapiko (also known as the butcher dance) - this dance is performed in a line and
always begins with a performer acting as a butcher .
3. Xoro Tou Zologou- this is the war dance. It is believed that during the war, the Greek
women were caught on a mountain cliff. To avoid being captured by Muslim
invaders, the Women and children jumped off the cliff, all the time singing and
dancing.
Children can share where they have seen such dances, in movies or plays, and what they
know about these dances.
Reference link for veil dance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5MRZqOletc
Explore-30 minutes In this session, children will explore the native American dance and the partner
dance (similar to ball room dance). The purpose will be to understand the ancient and the modern
dance forms in the continent and how culture and lifestyle have influenced it.
The facilitator keeps a drum (a native one, if possible) ready before the session. When children come
in, they can stand in a circle. The facilitator can then ask each child to play a few beats on the drum
and listen to its sound.
The facilitator, then requests children to stand in a circle as they put steps to the drum beat. The
facilitator plays a rhythm and each child stamps its feet to the rhythm. This is done around the circle,
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till every child shares a step. For eg: the facilitator can beat 1-2-3 and every child shares a step for
this rhythm. The step can include a movement forward, backward, turn around, sit, jump etc. As
each child shares a step, other children copy the step.
After every child has got a chance to share a step, all the steps are strung together to make a dance.
By the end of the session, children would have created a dance to match the rhythm of the drum.
They will perform this dance together in a circle.
Circle time: The facilitator can ask children to share if they have seen this kind of dance before. Is it
different from the dance they see during Christmas or New Years’? How is it Different? Do they
stamp their feet while dancing? Do they dance in circles? Are drums used?
If time permits, the facilitator can ask children to take a partner. She can play soft music. She can ask
children to “imagine its Christmas, you can hear music. How will you move to the music with your
partner?”
Circle Time: the facilitator can introduce the culture of Native Americans. Who were they? How
were they culturally different from the Americans today? How the culture of various countries has
influenced the way people socialise and dance?

Create – 30 minutes In this session, children are introduced to different landmarks in Greece
through movement activities.
a) The facilitator writes only the names of important landmarks in Greece, on a placard. Each
child takes a placard. The facilitator will then read out some features about each landmark
from her notes. Children will have to guess which landmark the facilitator is talking about
and raise their hand if that landmark is mentioned in their placard.
Some landmarks:
1. Parthenon Temple, Acropolis- A famous structure dating back to 5th Century BC, situated on
top of a hill, overlooking the city of Athens. It is dedicated to Goddess Athena.
2. Caldera of Santorini- a natural wonder formed by submerged volcanoes, surrounded by red
cliffs. Formed around 3500 years ago.
3. Myrtos Beach, Kefalonia- White pebbled beach, surrounded by hills.
4. Ancient Olympia- An important archaeological site built around 6th century BC, original site
of Olympic Games, built in honor of God Zeus.
5. Medieval Town of Rhodes-a UNESCO world heritage site, has many old monuments
preserved excellently
6. Epidaurus Ancient Theatre- was built of religious and theatre activities.
7. Monasteries of Meteora- Built by monks on top of gigantic rock formations, dates back to
14th century and holds many historical treasures.
The facilitator can share more details about each landmark before proceeding to the next.
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b) Children are divided into 2 groups. One group has the placards with landmarks written on it
and one group is American Tourists.
To the group with placards- “Imagine you are the landmark that is written on your placard.
Where will you be in Greece? Take your position. Now, imagine you are inviting a group of
tourists to Greece from America, tell them how they should travel from America and cover all
the important land marks in Greece. As the tourists visit you, talk about yourself. What
makes you a tourist attraction?”
To the group of tourists- “Listen to the landmarks as you visit them and feel free to ask
questions to know more about them”.
The facilitator can share/ answer the questions when the landmark does not know. Children
can make up creative descriptions too.
Connect-30 minutes In this session, children explore the map of US through movement.
a) The facilitator: “Imagine this floor is divided into North, South, East & West of US. Go and
stand in a state you were born in or a state you have visited or in a state where you have
your grandparents”.
The idea is to get children to choose any state and talk about it.
Facilitator: “Tell me about the state you are standing in and why you chose it?”
b) After all the children share about the State they have chosen, the facilitator can ask one of
them “think of what you are doing in that State now. What time is it?” Then to the next
child, “If it is 9:00 am in X state, what time is it in your state? What are you doing at that
time?” And so on each child thinks of the time difference across America and what each one
of them would be doing, at that time, if they were in that State.
c) Children hold hands and make a big circle. This circle represents the World. Some children
shrink to form a smaller group which they name “Greece”. The remaining children form The
State Of Georgia. They position themselves as they would appear on the World Map. The
facilitator plays the “time Game” again. This time “If you are in Greece and its 8 am, what
would you be doing?” What would people in Georgia be doing at that time?” The facilitator
can ask children to create a corresponding time sheet/scale between Georgia and Greece.
For eg: “when it is 8 am in Greece, we have breakfast while friends in Georgia are still asleep
because it is just 1 am there”.
Sample Time scale:
EST
Greece
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1 am
8am

2 am
9am

3 am
10am

8 am
3pm

12 pm
7pm

3pm
10pm

6pm
9pm
11pm
1am(next 4am(next 6am
day
day)
(next
day)

Circle Time: Each group shares the time scale made by them. The facilitator could introduce the
GMT concept.
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